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Getting here:

By roads:  

M-607 ((Dual highway to Colmenar Viejo)  

M-609 (end of the highway exit on the right) 

M-611 (by ring Soto del Real)

Bus:  

Intercambiador de Plaza de Castilla .  

Bus Number 725 . Nivel 3 . Isla 2 . Dársena 28
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Discovering Miraflores de la Sierra
Located in the Sierra de Guadarrama National Park, 50 km outside Madrid . Situated between the Cuerda Larga 
and the Morcuera moutains . An unbeatable destination for walkers, mountain bikers, cyclists and motorbike 
enthusiasts . To be found between two mountain passes: La Morcuera (1st category) and Canencia (2nd 
category) it is a privileged way to reach the Lozoya Valley and is also the gateway to the Bustarviejo Valley .
Surrounded by the most extensive oak forest to be found in the Madrid Community and one of the most 
important pine forests where we can walk along the different levels of signposted Local Paths and marvel at 
the passing of the seasons . We will be able to visit the village and walk the forest paths, discovering a different 
place in each part of the year .
There are magnificent hotels and excellent rural accommodation where you can stay at the weekend or for 
holidays, hold celebrations or company events . You can also enjoy the tapas and a beer in one of the many 
bars to be found in the village .
Go on one of the urban walks where you will be able to admire the monumental New Fountain (18th century), 
the church (16th-18th century), the mansions which date back to the beginning of the 20th century, the popular 
picnic area in the Fuente del Cura, the Gruta Nuestra Señora de Begoña, an arboretum with an a Visitors 
Nature Centre, or the Vicente Aleixandre Poetry Space .
There is a wide variety of restaurants with carefully designed menus including traditional products of the area, 
such as roasts meat . In different parts of the year the menus include seasonal dishes, for example in Octuber 
gastronomic game and mushroom dishes are to be found on the menus and in February we are able to enjoy 
the typical “matanza” dishes made after the slaughtering of the pigs, and the first July weekend celebration 
of beer and tapas in BIERFEST .
Honey, curd cheese and Miraflores cheese are all products which form part of our gastronomic history .
There are three local festivals: San Blas (3rd February), San Isidro (15th May) and the Assumption of Our Lady 
(15th August) . On these days we still respect the deep-rooted Religious and Natural traditions which have 
always taken place . 
All information about the municipal area in www .mirafloresdelasierra .es
All the tourist information about the area in the Tourist Office 2, Jose Yañez Street .

Telephone: 91 844 3448 or www .turismomirafloresdelasierra .es

http://www.mirafloresdelasierra.es
http://turismomirafloresdelasierra.es
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Vicente Aleixandre Nobel Prize with his dog Sirio

Vicente Aleixandre
(Sevilla 26/4/1898, Madrid 13/12/1984)

One of the Generation of ‘27 . He became a Member 

of the Royal Spanish Academy in 1950 . National 

Literature Prize in 1933 . Nobel Prize for Literature 

in 1977 .

Vicente Aleixandre arrived in Miraflores de la Sierra 

in 1925 to spend the summer months while con-

valescing from a serious illness . The following year 

he bought a house “Vistalegre” which became his 

summer residence where his health improved and, 

in his own words, his poetry was born . 

“Here, I didn’t only get better, I was also born again, 

it was the birth of a conscious life, and where I 

received the first book I published, where I finished 

that first book, and as such, here in Miraflores my 

poetry was born…” .

An interview with Radio Miraflores, 1983

In the Casa de la Cultura we can relive the most 

important moments of his life, learn about his works 

and understand his relationship with Miraflores de 

la Sierra . On the urban route “Aleixandrino Walk” 

we will get to know the places which inspired some 

of his poems . 
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Poem dedicated to the elm tree of Miraflores:

(…) The village is on the side of a mountain

Above the Najarra.

Below the plain, an enormous desire to lose oneself.

Over the precipice, hanging, the village stayed gathered under the tree.

Perhaps held by it over the abysm.       

And its men have looked out

in their poor matter for centuries

looking with their green eyes, their blue gaze

the golden reflections, their clear, bright or dark eyes

down the hill until turning on the sleepless plain

getting lost in the distance up to the limitless confines which shine

and pretend to be a sea, a pure sea with no edge (…)

Fragment from the poem “The Elm Tree” from  

the book A vast dominium (1962) 

Vicente Aleixandre
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Interpretive trails of the arboretum. (Can be arranged for groups visiting day)

Rodríguez de la Fuente
Arboretum
This botanical garden, which is dedicated primarily to 

trees, is to be found in the popular Fuente del Pino 

Park, at the foot of the Pico de la Pala . In this park 

we can find a true representation of the species found 

in this mountainous area . 

The more than thirty types of trees are a good sample 

of the natural resources found in Miraflores and the 

Guadarrama mountains . This arboretum is an excel-

lent way to learn about the environment, it encourages 

outdoor activity and is a good starting place to walk 

around Miraflores on the network of local paths . 

The Local Path 01 which climbs the Pico de la Pala 

(1,542m) starts here .

Magnificent specimens of cluster pines, oaks and 

cedars can be found alongside young examples of 

holly, sloe and rowan trees, among others . 

Open from 10:00 to 20:30 . Visitors days can be 

organised for schools and groups where they 

will learn to identify the trees and bushes of the 

Guadarrama Moutains, find out how man has used 

then, learn about the profound relationship which 

exists between the climate, vegetation and fauna and 

also about the protected areas of the Guadarrama 

Moutains . A fundamental aspect of this initiative is 

to teach people about the positive aspects of the 

Guadarrama Mountains National Park, the highest 

way of protecting nature and organising the land, as 

well as explain what a National Park is, and how it 

affects the inhabitants of the Sierra .
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Local feast days
SAN BLAS: Commemorating the expulsion 
of the French troops from Miraflores 

On 3rd February the procession to the chapel of San 

Blas takes place, where all the people from the village 

can enjoy the traditional dish of cod with potatoes . 

After lunch everybody returns to the village and 

goes to the bullring where young bulls are released . 

Afterwards, the people go up to the square in front 

of the town hall where an ancestral ritual is enacted 

during which the “perreros” (the young men who wore bells on their backs and who frightened away the French 

troops by making them believe a herd of cattle was stampeding towards them) symbolically kill a young bull 

and drink its blood in the form of lemonade .

The Local Path 03 visits these different historic places.

SAN ISIDRO: Patron saint of the farm workers

This is held on 15th May . The statue of the saint is brought out and paraded around the village . At the same time 

the local farmers on their tractors and horses throw wheat down in the streets asking the saint to bless the fields .

Young and old people dress up in traditional costumes and ride on the tractors . There is an auction of typi-

cal local products held in the doorway of the church . The celebrations continue with lemonade and biscuits 

offered by the chamber of local agriculture, and to finish up there is a dance held in the Town Hall square .

Summer festival: Local festival held in honour of the Virgin of the Assumption)
The most important festival takes place during a week in August, around the 15th of the month . During this 
time the villagers and the summer visitors enjoy the different religious, sporting, cultural and leisure events
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The Church
The church is consecrated to the Assumption of the 

Virgin Mary and has no clearly defined architectural 

style, however, we could say that it is similar to the 

churches built in Manzanares del Real . 

Several different building phases can be clearly identi-

fied . The first church already existed at the beginning of 

the 15th century and was dedicated to Saint Mary the 

Great until 1785 . From this first building (16th century)

Central body of the church.

phase the round tower and the apse with the flying 

buttress are still conserved . Later the bell tower, 

presbytery and crossing (late gothic style), three aisles 

and two doorways to enter the temple were built . In 

the 18th century the central body of the church was 

rebuilt in neoclassical style .

Inside the font is worthy of attention, built in 1492 

in gothic style . The present altarpiece is an exact 

copy of the previous one (16th century), which was 

destroyed by fire during the Civil War .
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Detail the altar in the grotto of Begoña

Gruta Ntra. Sra. de Begoña
It was founded in 1952 by Julian Reyzábal and is a 

tranquil and peaceful place for prayer and meditation . 

The viewpoint over the Luz river gorge is worthy of 

attention . We can walk along side the river on the 

Local Path 04 . In the summer weddings are held and 

mass is celebrated here .

Visiting times:

From 1st September to 30th May: 

 From 09:00 until sunset

From 1st June to 30th August: 

 From 09:00 to 21:00h

July and August, Eucharist every Saturday at 19:30h
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Fountains
The health benefits of the mountain air are comple-

mented by the excellent quality of the water which 

comes from the mountain springs .

The water of the Fuente del Pino at the foot of the 

Pico de la Pala was recommended as being very 

beneficial by Antonio Merlo, a former village doctor .

The water of the Fuente Reña in the Morcuera moun-

tain pass “make your teeth chatter even in summer” .

The Fuente Nueva, a village emblem, has been a meet-

ing point for generations of people, and still is nowadays . 

Its two big basins have served as drinking troughs, 

washing places, and as a place for children’s and adult 

Fuente Nueva Fuente del Cura

games and with the shout of “al pilón” you could find 

yourself having an unexpected dip in the water .

The walk to the Fuente del Cura is a classic among the 

people of Miraflores and visitors . On a hot summer’s 

afternoon there is no better place to be . Waiting for the 

sun to set, sitting in the shade of the oak trees in good 

company, is the best anti-stress medicine to be found .

The Fuente de los Borricos dates back to 1800 when 

it was used as a drinking trough for the donkeys which 

went up the mountain to bring down the firewood, 

or which went to the allotments near the Fuente 

del Cura . It has a granite basin with a spout and is 

attached to a farm wall . It only has water when the 

mountain snow is melting .
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The most extensive forest of oak of the Community of Madrid surrounding the Miraflores dam
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Where to stay 
Hotel LA PARADA DEL REY *** Avda . Madrid, 16 91 844 90 06
Hotel LA POSADA *** C/ Calvo Sotelo, 6 91 844 45 09
Hotel MIRAFLORES *** C/ Del Río S/N 91 844 90 90
Hotel PALACIO DE MIRAFLORES***** C/ Fuente Del Pino, 6 91 844 90 50
Apartamento rural EL ENCANTO DE MIRAFLORES C/ Santa María, 6 606 673 416
Apartamentos rurales EL HORREO Ctra . Canencia, 8 606 673 416
Casa rural LA HERREN C/ Norte, 7 676 977 387
Casa rural LA QUINTA DE LAS FLORES C/ Mercado, 10 649 488 656
Casa rural LA LLAVE C/ Fabián Lorente, 16 616 330 341
Where to eat and drink 
Cafetería LLERJA C/ Norte, 5 91 844 37 86
Cafetería AMAYA Avda . Gral . Sanjurjo, 2 91 844 30 95
Cafetería PINGÜY C/ Fuente, 9 91 844 44 38
Restaurante MELFI C/ Mayor, 19 91 844 42 90
Restaurante - Bar MESON MAITO C/ Calvo Sotelo, 6 91 844 35 67
Restaurante - Bar ESPAÑA Pza . del Alamo, 3 91 844 30 15
Restaurante - Bar SOLYCAMPO C/ Peralejo, SN 606 299 461
Restaurante LA PARRILLA Avda . José Antonio, 4 607 243 868
Restaurante ASADOR LA FUENTE C/ Mayor ,12 91 844 42 16
Restaurante VICTORIA C/ Calvo Sotelo ,8 91 844 40 46
Restaurante FINCA EL ROCIO EVENTOS Ctra . de Miraflores-Guadalix 0 .7 91 844 34 30
Restaurante EL MAÑO Avda . del General Sanjurjo,1 91 844 52 77
Restaurante LA PARADA DEL REY Avda . de Madrid, 6 91 844 90 06
Restaurante HACIENDA JACARANDA Ctra . Soto del Real 91 844 55 42
Restaurante SALONES MAITO C/ del Rio S/N 91 844 90 90
Restaurante EL MIRADOR DE PALACIO C/ Fuente del Pino, 6 91 844 90 50
Restaurante TRATTORIA LA VENEZIANA C/ Valverde, 22 91 844 95 38
Bar TRIFFUS Avda . Jose Antonio, 2 638 079 898
Bar ZEPPELIN C/ Fuente, 6 649 641 763
Bar CASA HERRERO C/ San Antonio, 6 91 844 92 82
Bar ME VAS C/ Benito Rodríguez, 6 699 088 672
Bar EL ÁLAMO Calvo Sotelo, 4 653 946 274
Bar MI CASA Pza . del Rollo, 6 91 844 31 24
Bar MIRAFLORES C/ Calvo Sotelo, 10
Bar PEPINILLO VERDE C/ Mayor, 5 609 364 220
Bar BOHEMIA CAFÉ Pza . de España, 2 91 844 32 77
Bar COPPOLA Avda . José Antonio, 2 609 123 099
Bar LA PARROQUIA C/ Santa . María, 5 91 844 34 08
Bar EL FIGÓN DE MIRAFLORES C/ del Río S/N 91 844 90 90
Bar Centro de ocio DUNDUN C/ Padre Rivero, 38 654 559 296





Consejería de Cultura y Turismo
Dirección General de Turismo
902 100 007
turismo@madrid .org
www .madrid .org

Ayuntamiento de Miraflores de la Sierra
Concejalía de Turismo
91 844 34 48
turismo@mirafloresdelasierra .es
www .turismomirafloresdelasierra .es
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